General Remarks
• A vast subject and a very active field • Multi-messengers: photons (radio, IR, visible, X-and γ-rays) protons and nuclei neutrinos a new comer: gravitational waves • The Universe looks very different with different probes • However: important to observe the same events • SuperK e± detection ν e − → ν e − directional E e flat 0 → E ν ν e p → e + n non directional E e = E ν − 1.77 MeV
• SNO e± and neutron (delayed) detection The next Galactic SN : GW-ν coincidence strategy (1) • ν detectors -several running detectors covering the Galaxy with an efficiency of 100% -false alarm rate negligible if at least 2 in coincidence -direction to ≈ 5 o ( best precision from delayed optical observation) -SNEWS network : alarm to astronomers + GW detectors within 30'
• GW interferometers -relatively low threshold barely covers Galaxy, but false rate too high (assuming gaussian stationary noise, not realistic, so even worse) -not suitable for sending alarms -very important to react on ν alarms (discovery of GW from SN collapse) -at least 2 antennas with complementary beam patterns needed for sky coverage, at least 3 to perform coincidences at reasonable efficiency 
